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Introduction    Virtually Real Exhibition  For many years my practice has included an engagement with various modes of working and interacting with a variety of visual languages in the making of an artwork, and understanding how this can transform one’s own visual language and create a unique object or experience that is multi-dimensional and inclusive. I understand that the distinctions between an object, the experience of making an object, and experiencing the object are elusive and malleable categories that are open to experimentation.   
Virtually Real, my final fourth year exhibition, formed part of my Fine Art undergraduate degree completed in 2010. I would like to begin this dissertation with a brief description and personal recollection of how the Virtually Real exhibition was produced, as the mode of working which I discovered during this period has become crucial to my artistic practice and influenced the decision to pursue a MAFA.   
   
Figure 1 (a&b) Installation shot of Virtually Real exhibition (2010) 
 








intangible Internet space that I had been accessing over the past few months. After a lengthy process of feeling emotionally vulnerable to the world, yet strangely connected to these virtual individuals, the exhibition became the vehicle through which I could engage the physical world again. My aim was to provide a sensory space where my audience could interact with ‘my friends’ (the portraits), experiencing my interpretation of a virtual social network, and importantly, physically encountering my strangely personal relationship with my virtual friends. Aside from engaging concepts related to the Internet as a perceived reality, which were mostly influenced by Jean Baudrillard’s 
Simulacra and Simulation (1994), painting the uploaded profile photographs encouraged an engagement with the visual language of photography and painting. How did engaging with a computer-generated portrait influence the manner in which it could be realised in a painted portrait?    
 












and fine art that I choose to conceptually read my artwork as an on-going performance. For me, the process of creating, and the creation itself, are interchangeable elements. I understand them to be in a constant state of flux, and as such my practice has become an attempt to unify diverse modes of working, in the full knowledge that they will possibly never be fully resolved; instead they will continuously evolve.   The Art Object and Movement  The Virtually Real exhibition solidified an understanding that my act of painting has always been intrinsically connected to my experience as an individual, the experience of creating an image, in addition to the image itself. The painting medium (as evident in 












accepts that this perseverance to communicate is the ultimate goal, then considering this mode as performative becomes less about a fixed notion and more about a continuous action.   The following thesis will begin with a reflection on the capacity and performative potential of the language of painting. The chapter is intersected with an explanation of my collaborative performance piece Artist vs Artist (2014) as well as my Self Portrait 
Series (I-V) (2014). Both artworks explore Butler’s notion of performativity, which considers both contextual and individual experience as unavoidable in the creation of an artwork.   I will then introduce Marlene Dumas. Her inclusion in this thesis is particular because when I saw her work for the first time I was profoundly affected by my own emotional response to her paintings. In this thesis I reflect on both her influence on my understanding of performativity in terms of artefact and action as well as her process, which I align with Walter Benjamin’s theory of translation.  In relation to Dumas I developed Pregnant as a response to the different ways movement can be conceived of in terms of artefacts. The artwork explains my interest in the concept of a simultaneous reactive and reflective experience and is an attempt to explore how movement and artefact and the respective languages employed have an interchangeable dimension.   Understanding Benjamin’s concept of translation facilitates a more inclusive approach to art making. Combining languages as a mode of working in a visual field initiates all kinds of interrelated subjects, forcing a negotiation between time, space, materiality, movement and intimacy. The Kiss is an artwork that consciously uses materiality to reflect on intimacy (a more ephemeral concept and theme in my work). I will use The 
Kiss as an example of how my conception of intimacy is more physical than Dumas’ interpretation.   The recognition that my own painting language is informed by a performative engagement with aspects of daily life experiences, and explores themes that subtly link to theatre and the everyday align my practice with the work of the artist, Robin Rhode. Rhode is an artist whose work explores a multimodal method of production, which feeds the refinement of my own production style. His work also has a strong affiliation to theatre, which nurtures my own interest in the relationship between theatre (dance) and painting.   Although I understand my practice to be less direct than Rhode’s, his practice adequately articulates my interest in the conflation and construction between various disciplines and media. My collaborative photographic artwork Tea Before the Last 




(performance artist) where we choreographed movement for her live performance piece. Tea before the Last Supper emerged from this ritualistic meeting and as such demonstrates how the performative explores a way of being in the world and exposes how ritual and repetition influence movement in my work. Surrogate explores the effect of movement in relation to identity and remains an experimental piece within the exhibition because it exposes how Benjamin’s concept of translation requires commitment and endurance to finding a common language.   Dumas and Rhode manipulate a variety of technological and material supports and languages in order to communicate through their own style of visual language. By finding relational elements in these two influential artists, I am able to position and write about my own practice, which attempts to translate the qualities between painting and performance, in order to fuse my own themes around the performing body, intimacy, identity and the everyday. In Morningview Estate (2014) I establish these relational elements. I understand this artwork as a progression into my next body of work as it demonstrates the experiential importance of my practice in a more three-dimensional way. 









    
Figure 3 (left) Caspar David Friedrich, Wanderer uber das Nebelmeer (1817) 
Figure 4  (right) Georg Friedrich Kersting, The Painter Caspar David Friedrich in his Studio (1812)  Kersting’s painting depicts the artist leaning against his chair, engrossed in viewing a painting that is included in the image but unseen by the viewer. In the background there is a closed window, yet as Roelstraete points out, strangely for a landscape painter, Friedrich has his back to it. The entire painting draws attention to an interior space focused on a window that has no reference to the vast landscapes Friedrich is renowned for. Roelstraete explains that contextually a series of “territorial traumas” were inflicted onto the German landscape at the time, which culminated in the Confederation of the Rhine (Roelstraete 2012: 30). He pairs the traumatic nature of this territorial sub-division with the way Friedrich’s particular sub-genre of Romantic landscape painting emerged. He does this by acknowledging the canvas as a technical support and identifying the placement of the figure in Wanderer uber das Nebelmeer (1817) as psychologically standing in between an interior and exterior world. Through Georg Friedrich Kersting’s insular focus on the window in The Painter Caspar David Friedrich 




















Artist vs. Artist 
 
   
Figure 5 (left) Yarisha Singh in performance (2014)  Photograph by Anthea Pokroy  
Figure 6 (right) Yarisha Singh in performance (2014) Photograph by Matthew Kay 
 
 






Figure 8 Yarisha Singh in performance (2014) Photograph by Matthew Kay 
 
   
Figure 9 Photograph of live video projection on side wall displaying the view from above (2014) Photograph by 
Matthew Kay 
Figure 10 Photograph of people discussing the video projection on opposite side wall (2014) Photographed by 
Matthew Kay 
 
Artist vs. Artist (2014) explores how the concept of the painter and the dancer live in the mediated world of 
technology today. The two visual languages of dance and paint often compete with one another in my world, in 
the sense that determining which aspects of their respective qualities become more or less visible in the 
production of an art work often remains a challenging aspect of my practice, identity and language in general. 
Absorbing the window motif and appropriating the language of video however, enabled me to invent a new 
space where I could implicate the body, paint and movement in a different way; a way that considers the 
renewed properties of the transient window space (movement in particular) and consciously adopt paint in 
order better to frame my identity as multiple and complex.  
 
The performance takes place on an all white window-shaped sheet of canvas positioned on the floor.  In my 




feeds to a live projection displayed on an opposing wall of the canvas, which depicts the performer performing 
from above. The performance is a collaboration with another dancer Yarisha Singh (as I am currently unable 
to perform). Together we choreographed a contemporary dance piece, which had the limitations of paint, floor 
size and individual influences.  
 
The image is created by choreographing movement in conjunction with paint. The way the addition and 
reduction of the paint manifests, is specific to the way Yarisha moves her body. The performance was quite 
aggressive and filled with sharp accents where Yarisha would throw herself to the ground and then slowly and 
tenderly make her way back up to a standing position. In other words, her physical dynamic can be described 
as extremely intense with short, sharp jolts and aggressive thrusts, which are then tempered by very slow 
and controlled movements.  
 
My position in terms of choreography had more to do with directing her volatile movement into the imagery. 
Guiding her body as if she were in the painting. The collaboration of Yarisha’s particular movement and my 
specific direction resulted in a few interesting manifestations. Namely, the effect of the live presence of the 
performer as she danced with the paint (her energy), the residual paint marks which are extremely gestural 
and reminiscent of Jackson Pollock or Yves Klein paintings, the effect of the simultaneous birds eye view video 
projection which is displayed on the opposite wall next to the floor canvas and captures the entire piece from 
an alternate angle both during the performance and then loops it once again after the performer has left the 
space. In this sense Butler’s concept of a ritualised production which autonomously developed as part of the 
collaboration between Yarisha and myself resulted in an experimental artwork which explored exactly how 
identity can be active in redefining itself all the time (Butler 1993).  
 
The piece is an example of how I perceive my personal adoption of the concept of a metaphorical window 
space as an active space. The rectangular shaped canvas size and video display reference a repetitive 
manipulation of Roelstraete’s notion of the ‘window as a threshold into the visible world’ (Roelstraete 2012: 
32). In Artist vs. Artist 2014 this rectangular window space appears simultaneously in a two-dimensional 
format (video) as well as three-dimensional format through the activation of the floor and wall spaces, which 
again is framed by the actual building space.  The artwork therefore reflects on how space is transient and is 
an attempt to activate movement (through various technical supports) as the predominant link to 
understanding the traffic in and out of these window spaces or rather the struggle between our physical and 
social bodies (Bernard 2000: 26)  
  
Joselit’s suggestion – that a Google search of Internet maps does little to consolidate this vast way of 
interacting online – is part of the inspiration for my piece, this dissertation, and my exhibition (Joselit 2009: 
219). Artist vs Artist (2014) is a performance, as well as a reflection on the performative act of interacting. It 
explores how I relate the convergence of languages in one space to the interrelated complexity of the world. 
In this way painting in relation to somatic experience does become intrinsic to translating our multi-
dimensional way of being in a world (Draxler 2010: 109).  
 
I believe that the process of painting today considers the fact that technological tools (computers, cameras, 




space. Within these new window spaces, the bipolar concepts of inner and outer, world and self, visible and 
invisible, beyond and within, fragment and whole are absorbed, reproduced and importantly enacted within the 
window itself, exposing the body (as I have attempted to represent in Artist vs Artist) as a vehicle that can 
process and display a variety of perspectives.  
 
Interaction therefore does not only consider the reflective, transient glass window, screen or the lens, but 
also the ‘act of’ – for example, Google-searching information, viewing an artwork, making a painting or 
producing and uploading a video. It is a more layered and complex form of interaction, heavily focused on 
communication, movement and mediation. These terms suggest an active engagement of some kind and, in 
light of my experience as a dancer, and subsequent interest in the relation between movement and painting, 
influence how I develop a new way of ascribing value to my painting practice. Draxler suggests that the image 
and art have always been isolated concepts, and that therefore painting in this context is able to establish 
itself in the sublime tensions between people, objects, concepts, time and spaces (Draxler 2010: 108). As my 
practice demonstrates, I understand it to function in this capacity as a kind of visual translator, acting 
discursively between media. 
 
My practice is partial to swapping between properties specific to glass (in the form of mirrors, lenses, LCD 
screens, windows), and the body as an active co-conspirator in challenging the language of painting. Artist vs 
Artist (2014) recognises that our world today is a combined choreography that regularly switches between 
interacting via screens and face-to-face bodily contact. It therefore explores how painting can function either 
as an element performing in the tensions between these positions, or reflecting on their performative 
engagement, which at one moment understands interaction as immediate and reactive, and the next as 
measured and reflective.  
 
Why the focus on the performative tension between bodily relations, spaces, and visual languages? Because 
ultimately the concept of straight-forward observation and interpretation, as in the tradition of easel painting 
or point and shoot photography, cannot contain the sense of entanglement between languages, time, space, 




Self Portrait Series (I & II)  
 






Figure 12 Self Portrait I (2014) Mixed Media  
In the MAFA exhibition I have only displayed Self Portrait (I&II) but the entire series consists of five images. 
The Self Portrait Series (I-V) explores many of the same themes as Artist vs. Artist 2014 however the 
challenge in the Self Portrait Series (I-V) was to capture my own identity in one static image. The process in 
which I attempted to do this is vital to understanding the work because it encompasses how I perceive 
painting and the moving body to be of equal value as well as explains why the languages of painting and 
dancing are interrelated. 
 
In much the same vein as Artist vs. Artist (2014), I felt the need to create a space that was alternate to 
traditional art production spaces such as the photographic studio, or the stage or the gallery. Instead, I 
produced a structure that consisted of scaffolding, a piece of wooden chipboard (2m x 1,5m) and a bulletproof 
sheet of glass (1m x 800cm). I then proceeded to jigsaw a ‘window’ into the chip-board that could adequately 
fit glass sheet securely in the middle of the board. Once secure I raised the glass and board platform 
approximately 2m above the floor onto the scaffold and secured the structure. Spaces I create whether they 
be on the ground or above it are always considered somewhere between the gallery and the stage. 
 
I then proceeded to place my camera underneath the structure framing the glass window space in the 
viewfinder of the camera. I decided to use tempura paint as part of my performative act. Armed with paint, 
water and a remote controlled flash I climbed on top of the structure and choreographed a movement 
sequence using the tempura paint. During the performance I was able to activate the camera option at random 
times and the resultant images depict abstracted bodily forms integrated with more painterly gestures.  
 
The homogeneity of the resultant photograph allows the dancing, the body and the paint to exist on one plane. 




expose and hide my body. The images reflect on the conflicted struggle between wanting to perform and 
needing to manipulate a material substance such as paint. They speak of a certain shyness as well as a 
braveness that are predominant polarities in my personality.  In my view, a portrait is far more complicated 
than a simple reproduction of imagery and it is therefore pertinent to examine the way in which these 
portraits were produced.     
 
Performing my identity is crucial to creating a self-portrait. Iterability is about repetition in different contexts 
and as Butler suggests implies ‘that 'performance' is not a singular 'act' or event, but a ritualized production’ 
(Butler 1993: 5). In Artists vs. Artist 2014  and Self Portraits (I & II) repeating the need to create an alternate 
space, understanding movement as the link between materiality and performance and using invention as a 
process in which limitations can be produced and boundaries can affect the nature of art production have 
become part of my ritualised production strategy.   
 
Self Portrait Series (I&II) inquires into the construction of identities as they are caused by performative 






2. Painting and the ‘Performative’    If a painting practice is no longer a window onto the world, but considers the world itself as a stage onto which, as Roelstraete suggests, “the utopian wholeness of the world can be enacted”, then it also implies a performative negotiation; it considers an action-based modality in its manifestations (Roelstraete 2012: 33). My understanding of the performative links to this metaphor of ‘passage’ through the metaphorical window, or the performative in relation to the status of objects within networks defined by their movement from place to place, and their subsequent translation into new contexts (Joselit 2009: 219). In this way the body, movement, change and process variously inform my notion of the performative in painting, and are emphasised to various degrees in my art-making process. In Artist vs Artist 2014 the notion of the performative was a physical interaction that used the gestural body in an aggressive manner in order to emphasise themes connected to change, progress and identity. In my artwork titled 









Figure 13 (left) Marlene Dumas, Genetiese Heimwee (Genetic Longing) (1984), 130 x 110 cm oil on canvas 
Figure 14 (right) Marlene Dumas, Feather Stola (2000), 100 x 56 cm oil on canvas  
    


























Figure 17 (Close-up) Pregnant installation during the opening night  
Pregnant is a literal attempt to understand the world from my new physical perspective. It was conceived 
when I was indeed, pregnant, in an attempt to capture a different way of seeing the world. The transformation 
of my own body significantly affected the way I was experiencing the world. Not only did I have to renegotiate 
my perception of myself, but also the way I physically interacted with the world. Once a day I would look at 
myself in the mirror and begin to associate my growing belly and the anticipatory notion of birth with fast-
changing ideas of places and people. I developed an acrylic mirror sculpture in the form of a belly. The 
sculpture, like the life of my child, was not meant to be resolved. My intention with the mirror-belly I created 
is to position it in various environments that capture the uncertainty of the situation, similar to how I felt 
during my pregnancy. The mirror is a material support which, when one peers into the convex reflective 
surface, effectively creates that same experience of the unknown. It is represented but it is not indexical and 
certain. The convex mirror is warped and changes one’s perception of the space.  
 
In my exhibition the belly became synonymous with the idea of distortion and the notion of an alternate way of 
seeing. One belly multiplied into an installation of bellies as the experience of being pregnant was almost 
parasitic in that the curious bloated feeling became more and more pronounced and overwhelming as the 
months progressed.  The belly was originally developed as a strategy to capture through paint my experience 
of being pregnant. However, in the exhibition the mirrors are displayed in their original forms as part of an 
installation, and not as the potential paintings they were intended to be. They exist in my exhibition as 
artefacts, reflecting the movement around them and in this way become a quietly interactive sculpture. The 
installation contains my own ideas around the performative capacity of art making that is apparent in this 
dissertation. The mirror installation perpetuates the gallery space and the participants at the exhibition as 




personally experience the world, and even though the gallery space is a place I frequent and adopt as an 
artist, it remains a controversial space, as it is a more controlled experience of the world. The dancer in me 
understands the need for a defined space, but the gallery is different from the theatre stage; the same 
internal conflict of where my particular expression should be demonstrated becomes an important challenge 
in my work. The bellies exist as constructed, static forms that contain and reflect movement of viewers in the 
space. My work requires a controlled, disciplined environment that is purposefully created (such is the case 
with the collection and placement of the convex mirrors), and once the rules are established it can be opened 
up to experimentation. I believe, similarly to the way Dumas exhibited her paintings, that within structure 
there is freedom in movement.  
 
Pregnant is a piece that appropriately demonstrates the need to portray visually the way I physically 
experience the world, and invites the viewer into that space. In the world, I aspire to be an inventor (even 
though I do not possess the skills). This set back does not deter me as I seem to invent strategies such as 
those in Pregnant, which can best explain how I feel and interact. During my exhibition I hired a photographer 
to take pictures of the viewers, both viewing and reflected in the mirrors. These images will be used to evolve 

















Performing the Medium of Paint 
 




The Kiss  
    
Figure 18 (a-d) Process shots of The Kiss (2013-2014)        
The Kiss explores my personal sense of an intimate moment. Although produced in relation to the experience 
of kissing my then fiancé, it is also derivative as ‘the kiss’ is a recurring trope in history of art imagery. An 
interpretation of a kiss that resonates with my practice is Gustav Klimt’s The Kiss (1908), where Klimt 
successfully painted the collision between a three-dimensional body surrounded by flat, abstracted forms, 
transforming it into the two-dimensional space of a canvas, and allowing these stylistically different forms to 
co-exist. I love his interpretation of this action, this moment. The abstracted style in which he painted such a 
personal, tender moment serves to explain visually that state of ecstasy one can experience in a kiss. It can 
be an out-of-body experience that imagines the body consumed by the imaginary shapes and circles that Klimt 
painted.  
 
I wanted to capture the intimacy I felt when I kissed my fiancé, but I could not conceive of any imagery that 
adequately articulated how I felt. Instead my mind kept transporting me back to the actual moment. We were 
strangers to one another, so there was a distance to the way the closeness of our bodies felt. I remember the 
wetness of our lips. Physicality was therefore more pronounced in my memory than imaginary shapes and 
symbols. My experience of the moment was about the sense of physicality, and my challenge was about 
enacting this moment through paint. 
 
In order to express the pronounced sense of physicality in imagery, I asked my fiancé to dip his lips in paint 
and kiss a piece of paper. I did the same. After contemplating the images I decided that the reproduced lips 
had a value to the way I determined the moment. They became the images from which I could construct my 




then redrew the scanned images in my own hand, re-scanned them, and sandblasted a set of lips on either 
side of a piece of glass. I felt that this engraving action solidified the moment but that the glass held that 
distance between our bodies. I then began to negotiate with paint the overlaid sandblasted lips that were 
masking each other on the glass.  
 
The paint recalled the wetness and action in the moment. The negotiation of attempting to unify the engraved 
marks stylistically references the action of kissing another person. After emphasising ‘the kiss’, through 
engraving and then painting, I asked my fiancé to dip his arms into paint and pretend that he was in fact 
embracing me. I did the same.  The resultant paint marks are a direct translation of the action of the bodies. 
Trace elements or residues, created as a result of a performative act, can suggest a play between absence 
and presence of the body (Leder 1990: 78). Exploring the residual capacity of paint allowed me this fluidity and 
mediated position on various themes, such as the body and intimacy, which as themes themselves comfortably 
oscillate between a present state and absent or distant state of being, in relation to experience and memory. 
 
The piece attempts to understand how paint and the body can engage a subtler performative act, which would 
better describe my own experience of a kiss. My experience could not ignore the physicality of the moment 
and therefore included it in the process of translation. The face-to-face contact and slippery wet immediacy 
were the intimate features of that moment, and it was those performative elements that influenced how the 













Rhode enlisted the camera as a way to capture the performer responding to the drawn object in a gestural way. The type of gesture has been compared to a silent film, where expression and body language become exaggerated in order to image the best reaction to the drawn object (Sherwin 2011: 119). Michele Robecchi compares this type of gesture with silent movies where icons like Charlie Chaplin became revered for their gestural slapstick comedic interactions. She also draws a comparison with the way Rhode conflates elements of film, theatre and culture into a version of ‘Vaudefilm’, a fleeting art form that emerged in reaction to cinema. Vaudeville artists attempted to merge media in a similar way to Rhode, inserting film into their live performances by providing a live musical soundtrack to the moving images on screen (Robecchi 2011: 84). They were, like Rhode, attempting to choreograph various languages at once.  
 




(Robecchi 2011: 87). Therefore, the notion of the performative in Rhode’s work relies on human reaction and movement, in relation to a drawn object, and it is the translation of these elements, using various material and technological supports, which can serve to destabilise the idea of drawing as a reflective process and transport it into ‘the moment’.   Instead of the canvas, Rhode adopts an inclusive production strategy using formal theatre and film supports. Theatre and film traditionally transform space through a frame. One could say they typify the notion of the contemporary hybrid glass window because they are focused on the action that flows between the frame of the lens or rectangular space. Rhode’s site-specific, framed set design plays a theatrical complementary role in defining the space where the action takes place. It provides credibility to the reactive relationship between gesture and drawing, as it encourages a ‘suspension of disbelief’ and makes what are essentially charcoal markings plausible as wet raindrops (Rosenthal 2007: 8). The manner in which he makes drawing and gesture perform in a demarcated space reinterprets the idea of the proscenium arch, which historically separated the action from the viewer, by essentially boxing the drama into a complementary role through the camera (Robecchi 2011: 84). The theatre relies on the audiences’ predisposition to forget their surrounding environment. But by boxing the action into the frame of the photograph, Rhode eliminates the effort to forget and pushes these traditionally prescribed limitations into an indefinable space. In this way he is able to transport the drawing medium into an active state of being where his drawn objects (the rain) appear to be ‘actually’ performing or raining (Robecchi 2011: 84)  Rhode’s talent is his ability to recognise the conventions of certain media, such as the ability of the photograph to homogenise elements, to frame the action or the gestural body and to communicate visually in space. This allows him the freedom to retain certain elements particular to photography but translate them into a different, more personal format. The crucial subversion in Rhode’s practice is the activation of the site-specific context (the urban city streets), which helped to challenge his dominant language of drawing. Rhode’s impromptu street performances, such as Untitled (Hard 













Tea Before the Last Supper  
 
 







Figure 22 (a-b) Tamara Osso and Gina Kraft photographing, cutting and pasting movement into timelines 
 
 
Figure 23 Tamara Osso & Gina Kraft in performance (2014). Photograph Matthew Kay  
All the work introduced thus far has been self-reflective and predominantly concerned with my own identity. 
However, Tea before the Last Supper, and Surrogate, emerged out of my performative mode of working. I 
began to feel more confident about the performative way I was approaching subject matter, and after 
discussions with other artists –Gina Kraft (performance artist) and Niall Bingham (print maker) – I became 




(through previous experiments) that encountering different languages causes various problems that require 
inventive strategies in order to find resolutions, I was excited that collaboration with such specific artists 
could manifest an even further layered perspective on art making and subject matter. 
 
I began to imagine how many perspectives could be visually reproduced using the process of translation. Gina 
Kraft’s work, like my own practice, has a particular mode defined by her own experiences and opinions of the 
world. When I approached her with the idea of collaborating, she was working on a performance piece inspired 
by Leonardo da Vinci’s famous painting, The Last Supper. Her idea was to deconstruct the painting and develop 
a physical language that could translate into an actual physical performance of her interpretation of The Last 
Supper. We began to work together, thinking that my experience as a dancer could possibly be of assistance 
to her. Our strategy began by noticing the gestural quality of the bodies in Da Vinci’s painting, and we began 
mimicking each individual disciple and developing more and more interlacing movement that could animate the 
still image and bring to life the movement of the characters in the painting and their anticipation of an 
impending dinner. The comedy of this process emerged when I realised that instead of Gina and I directing 
twelve performers to create a more natural interpretation of the spatial relationships between people eating 
at a dinner table, we were frantically attempting to enact all twelve individuals at the same time. We used the 
video camera to capture our movements and editing programs to cut and paste our individual performances 
into one frame, which allowed us to see the performance as a whole. We went to great lengths to replicate 
ourselves another ten times so that we could envisage the bodies required for the final performance.  
 
At the same time as we were replicating ourselves I was enthralled by C.S Lewis’s book, Alice in Wonderland, 
and had just read the Mad Hatter’s tea party scene. I could not help but relate the way Gina and I were working 
to how the March Hare and The Mad Hatter constantly move from one seat to the next, pretending they were 
beginning the party again at every new seat. In the book the Hatter is accused of killing time, as if time were a 
person, and as such the revolving tea party is never-ending – when ‘time’ was killed, it was teatime again! A 
certain irony prevailed in the sense that the painting we were drawing inspiration from was timeless in its 
legacy as a painting. Drawing on the tea party scene from Alice in Wonderland I wanted to capture timeless 
movement in a still image. I wanted to create an image that captured the constant passing of time. The way 
Gina and I had been tricking time through cutting and pasting ourselves on a timeline was as if we were the 
Mad Hatter and the March Hare trapped in a frantic tea party where time is never present. I was now 
beginning to translate Gina’s translation of The Last Supper into my own. 
 
I found the humour in the process of production, and Gina kindly agreed to assist me in realising my artwork 
through our invented process. As we had been working with video and photography, from the inspiration of a 
still image (the painting), I decided that I wanted to re-create my own still image, capturing remnants of the 
famous painting but exploring the movement imagined in the Tea Party scene. It became important to display 
the frenetic manner in which we were working through movement. I enlisted the expertise of Matthew Kay (a 
photographer particularly interested in movement) and we set up a photo shoot that used slow shutter speeds 
to capture the movements that Gina and I (dressed as the Hare and Hatter) had been working on for the past 
few months. I then cut and pasted the stills of the March Hare and Hatter interacting with one another into one 
image. The resultant image exists as a photographic painting of sorts because light became a tool with which 





The captured image is a reflection on the process of choreographing Gina’s Last Supper. There was a playful 
interaction between Gina and myself that didn’t inhibit the creative process. I was able to create my own 
boundaries in relation to her already set parameters and the disciplined, scheduled meetings that we both 
engaged on a weekly basis ensured our process progressed steadily. The existing image meant to interpret 
the chaotic manner in which we negotiated the choreography and should be read as the prelude to The Last 





Surrogate   
 
Figure 24 (Installation shot) Person both viewed and viewing the video installation Surrogate (2014) Mixed media 
 
Surrogate emerged from printmaker Niall Bingham’s idea of collaboration, which is as to be expected, 
different, to Gina Kraft’s. Bingham’s exhibition is titled I am Niall, and is mainly about how identity is 
constructed and never fixed. He is purposefully collaborating with various artists to create painted self-
portraits of himself. The influence of the various artists on his own portraits is an attempt to gain multiple 
perspectives on a singular identity, which not only appropriates Benjamin’s concept of translation, but also 
clearly demonstrates how one subject can articulate such a varied perspective on the painting language. 
 
His parameters were less detailed then Kraft’s. Bingham’s idea was to allow the collaborator (myself) to 
express an opinion of who Niall Bingham is and then from there strategize a singular image/painting, which 
could be painted together. His idea is based on my perception of him as a person, and his strategy was to take 
my perspective and combine it with his own understanding of himself in order to create the image. Gina and I 
were working toward a common goal and have in common the language of performance. As such we created a 
performance within a performance. Niall was urging me to shift my focus back into painting and collaborative 
painting at that. 
 
I have only known his work as a printmaker and began to analyse the commonalities between print-maker and 
painter. I became fascinated with the capacity of layering colours, textures and images, and related this, 
bricolage way of working with the concept of a multiple identity. My collaboration with Niall consisted of 




into paintings as a type of visual plan. Their layered mode of working seemed to identify with both my practice 
and with Niall’s identity as a print-maker.  
 
However, as the weeks progressed and I got to know Bingham better I realised that what I most admired was 
his particular way of being. Bingham’s current position in life is different from mine. He is a single man who 
runs the print studio at the university. He lives in a commune and is largely free to do as he pleases in his 
spare time. As a fellow artist, I don’t see him much socially because I am married and have a small child, which 
limits my night crawls. My life as an artist has dramatically shifted focus. It has become less expansive and 
more insular in terms of movement. Time is not as selfish as it was and my sense of freedom is defined 
through limitations. 
 
Bingham’s project involves working with him to frame his sense of identity. This requires finding a way to 
construct an image related to him as well as painting a canvas together. Although artists stereotypically seem 
to be consistently fascinated with themselves, and make work predicated on themselves (as I have done), I 
found this process of investing energy into someone else’s portrait very difficult; particularly because I don’t 
know Bingham very well. The process of collaborating became more about finding relational elements to each 
other then relational elements in imagery. Thus, based on the idea that he simply must move around town (to 
interesting and different places) more than me, I devised a solution. I gave him a Go-pro camera and a script 
that I asked him to follow for seven days. The result was a series of video snippets of mundane information 
particular to his movements throughout the day.   
 




The voyeuristic process of watching personal footage resulted in Surrogate. I began to notice my own 
everyday movements and became particularly fascinated with my morning ritual and the bathroom mirror. I 
often feel very detached from my self-image in the morning, as if the person staring back at myself is not 
actually me. I often perform a variety of tasks and routines such as brushing my teeth, washing my face and 
putting face-cream on without so much as acknowledging myself.   
 
I imagined the prospect of opening my bathroom cabinet and peering into the life of another person. Bingham 
became the first bathroom cabinet daydream. I edited the footage with a hazy filter, which still veiled the 
specificity of Bingham because even though I now had a better image of the man it was still mediated and not 
personal. The experience of ‘getting to know him for me, involved understanding his movements as more 
important than deconstructing his image and so the idea of creating a documentary of his movements seemed 
more compelling then painting. The medium of paint didn’t seem to adequately express how I felt about this 
process of collaboration with Bingham and thus my language adapted to better suit the situation.  
 
I developed my video installation from our collaboration because we agreed that either of us could take from 
the project as we wished but as Bingham’s intention was to create a painting we then had to work within the 
limitations of canvas, colour, and composition. We have found this process difficult and frustrating as my 
particular language of painting is conflicting with the way he moves and manipulates paint. In this sense our 
visual languages have encountered a stalemate and require the reconfiguration Benjamin suggests in order to 
resolve the differences in our communication strategies. As I understand painting to be incredibly 
autonomous and comparable to individual handwriting I think we are going to have to compromise by 
developing a way new of painting. Again this can only enrich our own respective languages.   
 
Bingham’s project has been the most insightful into adopting translation as a mode because the challenges we 
face are forcing a negotiation between materials and languages which will have to result in something 
completely new in order to resolve our differences. The challenge of constantly negotiating difference is a 
predominant aspect to living in South Africa. I find the constant attempts to communicate with such a variety 
of cultures and ideologies so engaging that my entire practice has become concerned with this type of 
sensitive, back and forth negotiation. Often I find myself communicating with myself! However, I do believe that 
when two interested people enter into dialogue, a common ground can be established, and it is when this 
mutual kinship occurs that relationships deepen and a broader concept of one’s own ideology and identity can 





5. The Effect of Movement    Examining Rhode’s practice adequately explains the process of developing language. His production strategies relate to my practice as they consciously conflate various elements of drawing (or painting in my work) and gesture to create an imaginative, invented space often displayed (but not confined) to the photograph (Rosenthal 2007: 8). His practice actively exposes how translation, as a mode, does not only exalt his own language of drawing by allowing it to be powerfully affected by a foreign tongue, but also determines how languages (for example the language of performance), once they are intending the same objective, can harmonise and even become interchangeable.   It is the degree to which Rhode has allowed his language to become affected that transports Benjamin’s concept of translation into an active realm. Rhode’s exploration of drawing through translation is similar to the way I explore painting; he constantly attempts to implicate drawing as an active participant through various languages, be they performance, photography or video. Although painting and drawing have different properties and values ascribed to them, Rhode’s mode of translating movement and space is valuable to my own exploration, as I feel the manner in which he attempts to translate movement into drawing has been crucial to exalting his drawing style and furthermore, influential in accepting that the languages of drawing (and by extension my exploration of painting) and performance can influence one another.  
Untitled (Hard Rain) 2004 is similar to the way in which I developed Tea before The Last 




The drawing gives rise to the performance because in most cases the drawing is in a storyboard format. It made sense to recreate the storyboard photographically. From the photograph it made sense to extend the narrative into a series of moving images. The moving images extended into a more filmic narrative, which filters through into a theatrical or operatic sense, and then this theatrical dimension feeds back into the performance. Ultimately, the performance exists as a kind of drawing study, and it is these drawing studies that are the starting points for the works. The idea stems from my reactions to where I am and how I feel at a given time (Robecchi 2011: 90).   





Figure 26 (a-d) Robin Rhode, Untitled (Exit/Entry) (2004) 
 
 




This performance evokes an aggressive approach to drawing and frames the artist as an active and complimentary participant in the piece. In The Kiss the intimacy of the moment determined the degree to which the physical body needed to be included. As my moment was private I did not consider a live presence. Untitled (Entry/Exit), perhaps more like Artist vs Artist (2014), displays a definite formal and direct relationship between the particular qualities of Rhode’s way of moving his body in performance and the qualities of his personal way of drawing line (Lepecki 2007: 20). Their relational qualities are their sharpness, sense of urgency and accurate directness. If, as Rhode has stated previously, his performances exist as drawing studies, then it is in the sharp directness with which he draws the car, and the smudging of that line, which consolidates this relationship between performance and drawing in this piece (Lepecki 2007: 20).  Lepecki identifies Rhode’s smudge technique (his language) as not only a physical intervention but he also understands it as a type of anti-representational technique (Lepecki 2007: 20). He says: “Smudge is the technique of choice for whatever can be marked as exceeding the proper boundaries of representation, all that can be called ‘the scum of paint’”(Lepecki 2007: 20). Lepecki suggests that Rhode embraces the “scum of paint” through his public art performances, and in doing so recuperates the main tropes of action painting, only to deeply and ironically subvert them (Lepecki 2007: 20).   The interactive process in Untitled (Entry/Exit) (2004) once again reworks traditional use values of material supports and actions in the making of an artwork. In Untitled 




with the contemplative, seemingly endless time, which the resultant drawing emits after the performer interacts with it (Lepecki 2007: 23).   Rhode succeeds in challenging drawing as a medium because it becomes less about residue and more about an active state; a more performative state that balances simultaneously between an event which has occurred and an event which is occurring. In this way the performance and drawing serve each other in the moment, with the intention to displace time and particularly the present as a stable referent (Lepecki 2007: 23).   Lepecki describes this ‘in the moment’, almost criminal enactment of Rhode’s performance as being connected to his apartheid past, which denied him access to the contemplative institutionalised buildings of art galleries and other spaces alike. He understands Rhode’s need – to dominate drawings’ ability to be in both a present state and a reflective state – as a response to living in a racially charged territory where one is forced to develop a particular survival strategy and psychology in order to negotiate particular ideologies (Lepecki 2007: 21).  Although my own work attempts to displace time, it is far more concerned with constructing an imagined space rather than re-appropriating an existing one. Rhode’s way of seeing, and his capacity to use translation as a mode to better situate his worldview, is what remains important in reviewing his practice. His art reinvents an existing story based on sub-cultural codes and marginal experiences; it therefore doesn’t rely on a traditional approach. Its value lies in the way that Rhode negotiates his personal experiences (Robecchi 2011: 87).  
 










Figure 29 (a-c) Morningview Estate (2014) 
 
Morningview Estate is an artwork that also developed from sound, but the process by which it has evolved is in opposition to Rhode’s experiences of South Africa. 




the medium of paint, as Dumas explores it, appeals to my practice – it is more fluid and can represent my distant and mediated interaction with space.    In my work I am concerned with activating or blocking movement through media, in order to translate intimate moments experienced between places and people. My intention is not about enacting, like Rhode, the fast-paced anticipation of an event, but rather it is about strategizing how to enact a deeper sense of connection and communication to my suburban context through values attributed to painting. My exit and entry strategy is about negotiating my quiet observational tendencies, which are informed by my identity as a trained ballerina. Ballet is about understanding vocabulary and continuously revising it in order to create expressive movement. I have a continuous fascination with the glass window motif, movement and painting, which have become the themes and vocabulary I am constantly reinterpreting. My practice revises my bodily experiences and creates structure through various media that connect to imagined spaces. These spaces are focused on interaction between subjects in my particular environment.        
 
 







Figure 30 Morningview Estate (2014) Mixed media installation  
Morningview Estate is where I live. It is situated in the heart of Sandton, in a suburb called Morningside. It is an 
estate that in South Africa has a particular kind of affluent association. The estate consists of 64 individual 
houses, ranging in size and value determined by the wealth of the client. The development is designed to 
provide the tenants with a sense of community and security. This concept is promoted as a luxury in South 
Africa, and is predominantly supported by affluent individuals who do not have confidence in government 
protection. The estate has become an intriguing space for me because, although it tirelessly markets and 
promotes safety and security (boomed off entrances and exits and security cameras at every lamp post), 
people in the community have still been robbed. 
 
There is a strange irony about estate living. People who buy houses within the estate feel safer about buying 
property closer to one another, yet they also want to retain their privacy. This is ironic because the houses in 
my estate look directly into one another’s gardens. I became interested in the individuals who live in the 
estate. They are a wealthy, well-educated, multiracial and international group of people, and the way they 
conduct themselves can be described as respectable. The artefacts that surround them in their homes are in 
themselves fascinating. 
 
Initially I wanted to make portraits of each homeowner in their houses, but because of certain constraints, I 
started to negotiate a new way of accessing my community. I discovered that there is an estate manager who 
resolves neighbourly disputes, and provides information regarding the estate by email to the tenants. I 




was making an artwork that would require participation from the community. She informed me that it would 
be a violation of privacy if she acceded to my request, and I would get into trouble if I approached the 
community with this kind of request. She explained that the estate platform could not be used for monetary 
gain. I replied that the project is about participation and that no money would be exchanged, but my request 
was still disallowed. 
 
Every day at 4pm, however, I would walk my little boy, Jack, around the estate. I began to meet other parents, 
and people who were also enjoying the evening air. I wrote a letter explaining my project and handed these 
letters out as I encountered someone new. Attached to the project outline were specific questions that probed 
personal responses to estate living, and insights into the type of people who were living around me. I asked 
people to answer my questions using smart phones and then to email their sound bites to me. I felt that this 
was less intrusive than securing a committed time for an interview. The recordings were meant to function as 
insight into the portraits I was to paint but painting a face to the voice didn’t seem to explain the negotiation of 
personal space that I had to manipulate in order to obtain a seemingly mundane piece of information.  
 
Instead the negotiation of obtaining the information became prevalent, and the idea that these individuals 
preferred to share their opinions from the security of their private computers in their respective houses 
became interlinked with the idea of creating portraits. I enjoyed the recordings. They are insightful, detailed 
and a good reflection of the type of community I live in. They could be described as either selfish or self-
contained, but the adjectives I’m more inclined to use are ‘shy’ or ‘polite’. The mauve, grey and white glass, 
concrete and steel houses seem sturdy in their design but contain an emotional fragility that I find intriguing. I 




    
Figure 31 (left, close-up) Glass sculptures on concrete cylinders (2014) 
Figure 32 (right, close up) Glass sculpture, black oxide and concrete cylinder (2014) 
  
The malleability of glass, which I parallel to the liquidity of paint, became my material of choice. It is fragile and 
unpredictable but almost gives one the illusion that it is transparent and open. I say illusion because although 
one can see through a glass sheet it still denies physical access. I began materialising the concept of glass 
artefacts that reflected the houses in my surrounding estate. The estate is painted uniformly with various 
tones of grey and white. Owners are not allowed to deviate from this colour palate. The houses are modular 
and before they were built allowed for a limited amount of additional architectural expression. They conform 
to a set of rules as set by the developers and now the homeowners themselves.  
 
In order to achieve this aesthetic I worked in a glass workshop called The Crucible, and for two months 
constructed my interpretation of the houses in my estate. Once the glass sculptures were fired I cast 
concrete cylinders with depressions in the centre of them that were much bigger then the glass sculptures. I 
imagined these concrete cylinders as the solid foundation that upheld the value systems present within this 
type of living. I placed a black oxide (a chemical powder known for its effective corrosion resistance) in-
between the concrete and the glass sculptures. I also fashioned a rectangular piece of grass made-up of 
instant lawn on the floor around the cylinders – a common sight in and around the estate.  
 
I purchased self-contained speakers that I then uploaded the recordings onto and carefully placed on the 
opposite wall to the glass and concrete sculptures. The recordings were played simultaneously and looped the 




           
The entire installation reflects on the type of intimacy I experience in my community and envisages a different 
kind of relationship from traditional painted portraits. It is an invented perception of my surrounding space. 
The concrete plinths and glass sculptures together with the oxide and grass components function like a 
strange alter. The intention was to create a sense of importance with seemingly odd structures. I enjoy that 
the installation has a clean, contemporary aesthetic that is cold. Its performativity is in the understanding that 
people have to navigate around the grass square, they are not allowed to interact with the glass sculptures 
and the variations in opacity in the actual glass sculptures mean that although one is constantly trying to look 
inside access is continuously denied.  
 
Figure 33 (Above) People listening to the voice recordings on the speakers as part of Morningview Estate 
installation (2014) 
  
The speakers positioned on the opposite wall allow for a glimpse into the closed circuit of estate living but 
their placement is indicative of the emotional disconnect I feel with my neighbours. The fact that the viewer 
then has to stand close to the speaker in order to engage the conversation is perhaps the entire point of the 
piece. I might perceive the estate as a space where interaction and intimacy are restricted but perhaps it is 
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